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Description of Proposed Action 1
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_ThjsEnvironmental'Assessmentiswritteninconnectionwiththeproposed-

,

renewal fcr 18 ymars.of the operating license for the Westinghouse Electric
(Corporation 10 kwt Nuclear Training Reactor (WNTR) located in Zion. Illinois,4 w^

tin response to a timely application from the licensee dated. December 18, 1981,
'as supplemented. The proposed action would authorJze continued operation of
the reactor in the manner that it.has been operatsd since. facility Operating'

. License No. RL119.was issued on January 28, 1972. Cur,rently, tt.ere are no.
- plans to change any of the structuths or operating characteristics associated-

with the reactor during the renewal period requested by the licensee,
, w

TlSL INeed' for ' tie P00poEed Action ? | A , ' : %k?,?O$r & W ~i

The operating license for the facility was to have expired on January 28, 1982.
3 Thf licensee made a timely request for renewal. The proposed action-is required

' to authorize continued operatCn so that the facility can continue to be used
,

#_ in the licensee's mission of' training 'and fesearch. .

Alternatives to the Propnsed Action
., ,

As required by Section 102(2)(E) of NEPA (42 U.S.C.A. 64332(2)(E)), the staff
has considered possible alteratives to the proposed action. The only reasonable

,

.''
- alternative /to the proposed action that was considered ~was not renewing the

operating license. This alternative would have led to cessation of operations,
_

'with a resulting change in st6tus and a likely small impact on the environment.
Frorn the standpoint of environmental impact, there are no appropriate alter-
n tives to the proposad action.

- Environmental Impact of Continued Operation

The Wi!TR operates in an existir:g epan pool inside an existing nultiple-purpose
building. tio new construction is associated with continued operation of thet

! reattor and there is no change in reactor operating conditions or practices.
Thera # ore, this licensing ection would lead to no change in the physical
envirdnment,
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Based on the review of the specific, facility operating characteristics that
are considered for potential ' impact 'oh the environment, as. set forth in the,

#/ Commission's Safety Evaluation' Report (SER), NUREG 1083, for this action, it is
concluded that renewal of this operating license will have an insignificant
environmental impact. These' conclusions were based on the following:

,

,.

a)' the ex$ss reactivity available under,the technical specifications<

n is insufficient to support a reactor transient generating enough
energy to cause overheating of the sfuel or loss of integrity of the
cladding; ;

.b) the expected consequences of a br6Id spectrum of postulated
.

. gn . ^ credible accidents have been conside. red, emphasizing those 'y~m'' likely to c'ause loss of integrity of fuel element' cladding. The
g staff performed conservative analyses of the most serious credible

accidents and determined that the calculated potential radiation
. doses in. unrestricted areas are small fractions of 10 CFR Part 20-.o

guidelines;4

.

c) the systems provided for control ~of' radiological effluents can be<
? operated to ensure that releasWof sradioactive wastes from the"

facility are within the limits of 10 CFR Part 20 and are as low ase, .^

.,
is reasonably achievable (ALARA); and'

,,#. - m . m m , .,
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conditions for the operation of the facility, are such that there
,

is a high degree of assurance that the facility will be operated
safely cnd reliably.

In additf6n t6'the analysesf n the SER summarized above, the environmentali
impact associated with operation of research reactors has been generi
evaluated by the staff and is discussed in the attached generic evalu.callyation.
This evaluation concludes that there will be no significant environmental
impact associated with the operation of research reactors licensed to operate
at power levels up to and including 2 Mit and that an Environmental Impact-

Statement is not required for the issuance of construction permits or
operating licenses for such facilities. We have detemined that this generic
evaluation.is applicable to operation of the WNTR and that there are no
special or unicue features that wo61d preclude reliance on the generic
evaluation.
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|ENVIRONMENTAL' CONSIDERATIONS REGARDING THE LICENSING 0F
~ '

-

'-
. . .

RESEARCH REACTORS AND CRITICAL FACILITIES - * *

_-.

- Introduhtion
~'

. |.
-

This discussion deals with research reacto'rs and critical facilities which
are designed to operate at low power levels, 2 MWt and lower, and are_used
primarily for basic research'in neutron physics, neutron radiography, isotope
production, experiments associated with nuclear engineering, training and as . - -

a part of a-nuclear physics curriculum. Operation of such facilities will

,y g . generally.not exceed a 5_-day week, 8-hour day, or about 2000 hours per year. .. .

W y , .Such reactorsNare; located adjacent 'to technical 3ervice" support facilitiesF;*"~

with convenient access for students and faculty.-

,

.

Sited most frequently on the campuses of large universities, the reactors are;
usually housed in 'already existing structures, ' appropriately modified, or-<

.

placed in.new building: that are designed and constructed to blend in with ..

. existing facilities. Howe.ver, the envircnmental considerations discussed
herein are not limited to th6:e which are part of universities.

FacilitIT~
'

-

..

L Ju 7 Y W: WM _ 2&:n. . .
,m ,; % h. xT ere are~ no exterior conduits, pipelines'"el@ectrical or mechanical ~ structures'; " d -

,

or transmission lines attached to or adjacent to the facility other than for
' utility services, which are similar to those required in other similar..

facilities,'specifically laboratories. Heat dissipation is generally accom-
- plished by use of a cooling tower located on'the roof of the building. These .

w? ? cooling towers typically are on the- order of 10' x 10' x 10' and are comparable
'

to cooling towers. associated with the air-conditioning systems of large office
'

buildings..,

,

Make-up for the cooling system is readily available and usually obtained
from the local water supply. Radioactive gaseous effluents are limited to
Ar-41 and the release of radioactive liquid effluents can be carefully,

monitored and controlled. Liquid wastes are collected in storage tanks,

! to allow for decay and monitoring prior to dilution and release to the sani-
tary sewer system. So' lid radioactive wastes are packaged and shipped off-
site for storage at.NRC-approved sites. 'The transportation' of such waste

- 'is done in accordance with existing NRC-DOT regulations in approved shipping
containers.

Chemical and sanitary waste systems are similar to those existiro at other,

'similar laboratories and buildings.
| . .
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Environmental Effects of Site Preparation and Facility Construction
'

' Construction of such facilities invariably occurs in areas that h~ ave 61 ready
-been disturbed by other building construction and, in some cases, solely-

within an already , existing building. Therefore, construction would not be,

~

,

expected to'havs any significant effect on the terrain, vegetation, wildlife -
.

or nearby waters or aquatic life. The societal, economic and esthetic impacts.9
- of construction would be no greater than those associated with the construction'
of a large office building or similar research facility. -

Environmental Effects of Facility Operation
.

-

- . Release of thermal effluents from a reactor of less that 2 MWt will not have"' '

i
~a'significant effect on the environmen't~. - This small amount of waste heat isi-

generally rejected to the atmosphere by means of small cooling towers. Ex-
tensive drift and/or fog will not occur at this low power level. ~ ~

--

~ Release of routine gaseous effluents can be limited to Ar-41, which'is generated
by neutron activation of air. Even this 'will be kept as low as practicable by
using gases other than air for supporting experiments. Yearly doses to unre-
stricted areas will be at or below established guidelines in 10 CFR 20 limits.'

.' Routina raleases of radioactive liquid effluents can be carefully monitored and .
controlled in a manner that will ensure compliance with current standards. : Solid
_ radioactive wastes will be shipped to an authorized disposal site in approved-'"

containers. These wastes should not require mo~re'than a few shipping containers
a year. ~- --

Based on experience with other research reactors, specifically TRIGA reactors -
'

operating in the 1 to 2 MWt' range, the annual . release of gaseous and liquid
effluents to unrestricted areas should be less than 30 curies and 0.01 curies,
respectively.

,

*
.,

.No release..of potentially harmful chemical' substances will occur during normal
operation. Small amounts of chemicals and/or high-solid content water may be
released from the facility through the sanitary sewer during periodic blowdown
oof the cooling tower or from laboratory experiments.

Other potential effects of the facility, such as esthetics, noise, societal
or impact on local flora and fauna are expected to be too small to measure.

-

Environmental Effects of Accidents' .

Accidents ranging fron .the failure of experiments up to the largest core
damage and fission product release considered possible result in doses that
are-less than 10 CFR Part 20 guidelines and are considered negligible with
respect to the environment. ~
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- Unavoidable Effects of Facility Construction and Operation
, , ,

The unavoidable effects of construction and operation involve the materials-

use'd in construction that'cannot be recovered and the fissionable material n,

usGd in'the~ reactor. No adverse impact on the environment is expected from- k;
either of these unavoidable effects. Q

.

| Alternatives to Construction and Operation of the Facility -

To accomplish the objectives associated with.research reactors, there are no -

suitable alternatives. Some of these objectives are training of students in
the' operation, of. reactors, production ..of. radioisotopes , and use of_ neutron,

-and gamma ray beams to conduct experiments'." '
.

-"
.

,

Long-Term Effects c' Facility Construction and Operation ~ ~
-

Thelong-termeffectsofresearchfacilitiesareconsiderEdtobebeneficial~

as a result of the contribution to scientific knowledge and training. Because
of the relatively small amount of capital resources involved and the small-

impact on the environment, very little irreversible and irretrievable commit-
ment is,.as-soc-iated with such facilities.

Costs and Benefits of Facility-AlternativesyJp. .4
-

.w -

The costs are on the crder of several millions of-dollars with very little
environmental impact. The benefits include, but are not limited to, some-
combinatio.n of the following: conduct of activation analyses, conduct of
neutron radiography, training of operating personnel and education of students.
Some of these activities could be conducted using particle accelerators or.- .

radioactive sources which would be more costly and less efficient. There is
no reasonable alternative to a nuclear research reactor for conducting this

'spectrum of activites.
,

Conclusion

The staff concludes that there will be no significant environmental impact-
associated with the licensing of research reactors or critical facilities
designed to operate af power levels of 2 MWt or lower and that no environmental

. impact statements are required to be written for the issuance of construction
permits or operating licenses for such facilities..
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